Northampton SC Interactive Session Planner ™
Team

U12's

Session Theme 11v11: Progressive Possession
ACTIVITY 1

Week

5

Warm Up

Date
TIME

10/3/18

10

ORGANIZATION

Click to insert session diagram

4v1 Rondos
Set up some 10x10 squares
4 players standing round outside 1 defender in the middle
Have to pass around to the players around the outside and keep away from the
defender.

COACHING POINTS
Move towards ball
get in a passing lane
receive with open body

PROGRESSIONS

limit touches
make space bigger/smaller

ACTIVITY 2

TIME

Technical Practice

20

ORGANIZATION

Click to insert session diagram

Click to insert session diagram

Split rectangle into three sections.
Middle section is the defender section slightly smaller.
four or three players in both end sections have to try and keep the ball away from one
defender who comes in from middle.
Once a good opportunity arises they must try and pass the ball across to the other
end section without it getting intercepted from the defenders still in middle section.
COACHING POINTS
PROGRESSIONS
Make end zones bigger for more success
Don't force the ball to the other side
Make smaller if finding it too easy
Receive with open body
End zone players must make a certain
Look before you pass
number of passes before getting ball
across
ACTIVITY 3
Games
TIME
20
ORGANIZATION
make three zones bigger and add two goals to either end.
Split players so they are only allowed in certain sections. Depending on the numbers.
for example one two defenders three mid-fielders one forward. can only stay in their
designated sections.
Midfielder playing to forward player can follow their pass into their teams attacking
section.
PROGRESSIONS
Any player that plays a pass into a section
can follow the ball into that section.
Must return to original section if their team
loses the ball.
ACTIVITY 4

Games

COACHING POINTS
Must constantly move to find a open
passing lane.
Don't just kick into the other section
without looking
TIME

20

ORGANIZATION
Normal small sided game no restrictions.
focusing on keeping possession until a good opportunity to play the ball forward,
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PROGRESSIONS
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